
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
THE NEED FOR HARMONY 
From Beloved EL MORYA 

 
Music can do for the soul what no other activity that appeals to the senses can accomplish. 

When the beautful vibrations of the organ, played by One Who is the embodiment of Love 

and Compassion and Enlightenment, flow forth into the ethers in waves of glorious 

sound,there is not a person on this Planet who does not feel the ease and peace and rest of 

that outpouring. 

You might liken it to the ever-increasing volume of waves thrown off from a playing fountain 

into the pool about it, and according to the volume and intensity of feeling played into the 

music is the world saturated with that harmonious sound. 

In a world where there is constantly being poured the discordant cadences of man – which 

sound is prevented from leaving the atmosphere of Earth and must return and bombard the 

helpless people upon ist surface, the need for hamonious sound is very great. 

Every person, in generating and pouring forth the energy of life each moment, may be such a 

glorious fountain through which the Heavenly music may flow in such fine tones that it is not 

audibly discernible to the physical senses of man – although it is absorbed hungrily, and one 

might say avidly, by the starving emotions of the people who crave peace and ease and rest. 

If you could but visualize the bodies of mankind as helpless naked forms exposed to every 

passing vibration, beaten and broken by the catapulted discords of this world, you would 

perhaps see, slightly, the need for generating centers of Peace – giving forth Healing to 

soothe them like unto the anointing of their broken flesh with sweet-smelling oils. 

When I sit at My organ, I first throw open wide the windows and the large glass door, and 

then I am very still. The sunlight pours down through the glass-topped roof of My tower 

room wherein the organ is situated. There are innumerable birds, not caged, but flying about 

quite freely – those of tropical origin as well as the types ordinarily found at such rarified 

atmospheric beights. Ususally, the first notes of the organ bring the Devas of Music, and 

often the Celestial Choir and groups of Angels gather also. 
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I think deeply of the peoples of Earth and then bring forth the melodies that My Heart sings 

to Me – letting the rising power of the organ flow forth in waves of exquisite color into the 

world of men. Oft times the Devas will plunge into the sea of sound, and gathering the 

rainbow hues about Their great forms, sail off into space – vibrating and pulsating with 

power to release that Light Form into some special need of Earth. 

I have seen the Angels and the Cherubim stand before the organ and seize each ribbon of 

sound as it came forth, and somewhat similar to your Maypole dance, weave a beautiful 

mantle of color which, being alive, pulsating and continually vibrating, wraps itself about the 

Angel forms until They are entwined around and around with that lovely sound. Then They 

go forth – carrying the mantle – giving service wherever directed by Their Masters. 

 

PURITY IS ESSENTIAL 

The natural expression of Life is the pure, unadulterated Flame fashing forth through a 

crystal clear body that is but an iridescent cloak for the Fire of Creation. 

Matter, as heavy substance with density which does not emit the radiance of this flaming 

Heart Center, is not a natural activity of Life. All form should be an iridescent, prismatic, 

electronic pulsating substance, and all expressions that do not release self-created radiance 

are sub-natural and impure. 

The atmosphere of Earth, the plant life, the animal creations and the physical bodies of man 

are loaded with impurity and are, therefore, dense, heavy and cumbersome. By the drawing 

of the Flame of Purity from the Cosmic Realms through your lifestreams, and the conscious 

expansion of that Flame of Purity in every electron within your body, you may again dissolve 

this density and resume your natural state. 

When you look upon the manifestations of life around you, whether it be in Nature, in 

animal, or in man, you can readily see what a great need there is for Purity upon your plane 

of existence. This is not a mental or a moral state of mind; neither is it a feeling of 

righteousness in the abstinence of certain physical acts, but the scientific drawing and 

expanding of the Flame to dissolve the matter wich makes the flesh body a dense coat. 

 

THE NEED FOR CONSTRUCITVE CHANNELS 

There is a natural law governing the material wordl by which energy becomes cystallized into 

matter only through the brain and body consciousness of a physial being who wears yet a 

body of flesh. However, all law works both ways, and We can only assist mankind through 

the co-operation and obedience of those human beings who will offer their brains and  
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bodies to Us in order that We may pour Our Ideas and Inspiration toward the fulfillment of 

the Divine Plan through them. 

Likewise do the vicious forces of disembodied entities act. Their „claws and emissaries“ are 

those people who have, through long centuries of destructive activities, broken down their 

natural protection against such forces riding into their worlds. 

The minds of men are like stringed instruments open to whatever influence chooses to 

vibrate the string. From the inner standpoint, it is tragic that the natural protection, whereby 

the receiving vehicle may be closed against destructive vibrations, has been destroyed by 

man´s own free will action. Thus is man prey to any number of vicious forces desiring to 

utilize the sensitive brain structure to grind into the world of man the destructive plans and 

schemes which they desire to fulfill. If the forces behing such activities were not permitted 

to attach themselves to these pawns, their schemes would thereby be doomed to failure. 

Here We have a great need for assistance from you who know this Law. Make your calls that 

all rates of vibration that tie these unfortunate individuals to such activities be quickened to 

a point where they may be set free. When there are nor more „receivers“, the „feeders“ will 

be helpless. Thus the more lifestreams you can garner in to be the receivers of Our Forces 

and inspirational activities toward the fullfillment of the Divine Plan, and the more 

lifestreams that you can free from acceptin depraved human suggestions, the greater 

accomplishment there sill be in bringing to fruition the Golden Age – and quickly. 

 

INSTRUMENTS OF LIGHT 

The wise and fastidious musician places his Stradivarius in a velvet case kept in amoderately 

heated room. If this were not done, at the time of his concert, he would have a poorly tuned 

and unresponsive instrument, and regardless of his genius, he would be at a disadvantage in 

having no medium through which to pour his artistry to the responsive ears of men. 

The instrument of the Masters through which pours forth vibrations of Harmony, Peace, and 

Balance in a locality, should be more carefully guarded and protected than the delicate and 

exquisite Stradivarious. Every Group Meeting is for the purpose of placing a responsive living 

instrument in the Hands of the Gods in order that We might have a channel in the physical 

world through which to pour Our Gifts of Light and Life Eternal. This instrument is made up 

of living souls who have offered themselves as the Body of the Master in that particular 

locality, and as each soul is in tune with his or her own „I AM“ Prescence and the Presiding 

Master, according to that attunement do they offer a greater of a lesser outpouring from the 

Master´s Lifestream. 

When there are selfless souls who are obedient harmonious channels for the Gods, and 

apporach every services and meeting in a most sacred and holy reverence, We have  
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instruments over which such melodies of Light and Cosmic Consciousness can be poured 

that transform the instrument itself as well as the locality in which such a sacred focus is 

located. 

Tara´s Harp became mute and dead because those individuals who made up ist strings chose 

to remove themselves from the master musician´s hands. Thus it is today; the Gods must 

have dedicated chelas through whom They can pour the benediction of Their Virtues and 

Gifts to restore the Planet and Her evolutions to the Perfection which once manifested 

hereon. 

 

 

The WILL OF GOD is GOOD; 

The WILL OF GOD is LIGHT; 

The WILL OF GOD is HAPPINESS; 

The WILL OF GOD is PEACE; 

THE WILL OF GOD is PURITY; 

THE WILL OF GOD is BALANCE; 

THE WILL OF GOD is KINDNESS! 

„I AM“ is the WILL OF GOD in Action 

through all Life NOW and forever 

sustainded ! 
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THE GOD CONSCIOUSNESS 

The Consciousness of God is eternal and allencompassing throughout the Universe, and all 

created beings live, move, and have their identity whithin this Light Essence. It contains 

within Itself all Wisdom, all Creative Powers, and the ability to demonstrate those powers in 

actual manifestations. 

When man was first individualized, the Electronic Presence of each one shared this God 

Consciousness; this Unity; this Oneness. The „I AM“ Presence, therefore, lived in and by the 

Light of the Supreme Source, and saw and interpreted all things according to the Intelligence 

of the Godhead. 

In order to create an individualized consciousness within this all-encompassing One, physical 

manifestation took place and the aspiring God Flame, through experimentation with energy 

and vibration, was to evolve into individualized consciousness – one with God – but yet 

adding to the God Consciousness and espansion of this already great Light. This 

individualized consciousness, which was to be builded through CAUSE and EFFECT, was 

intended to prepare the Spark of God to become a Creative Flame which, in turn, would be 

the God Consciousness to enfold and ensoul a new Universe. Thus mankind took incarnation 

as a Pathway to becoming a Solar Lord. 

However, the difficulty arose when, instead of attaining the individualized God 

Consciousness as was intended, man evolved a human consciousness which must now be 

transmuted and replaced by this individualized focus of creative power which, at the time of 

the Ascension, becomes a part of the Ascended Master Consciousness as well. 

The Bridge from the human to the Divine is really just a change of consciousness. The lower 

man must become submerged in the God Will and the Divine Spark must expand Ist Godly 

attributes unhampered by the flesh form. 

To call for the Ascended Master Consciousness is truly fulfilling the words of Jesus when He 

said: „Seek ye first the Kingdom of Heaven!“ Persevere in your calls and your demands for 

that Illumination, and let the lower man GO! 

(Bridge to Freedom/I AM the Light/The Will of God is Light/EL Morya) 

 

 

www.iamthelight.at 

http://www.iamthelight.at/



